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Abstract

The integrated steam generator has been tested for about

3000 hours. During this test many changes in power have

been tried as well as several restarts of operation to in-

duce possible changes inside the three-layer tube.

It can be shown that the heat conductivity of the three-

layer tube is dependent on the heat flux. The metallurgical

examination points out that there are no significant changes

in the condition of the three-layer tube. This result agrees

with the thermohydraulic measurements yielding an averaged

overall heat transfer coefficient being constant for the

same load during the whole operating period.

Introduction

It is the outstanding feature of an integrated heat ex-

changer to work without the commonly used secondary so-

dium circuit. The heat is transferred directly from the

active primary sodium flowing in a special three-layer tube

to the outer steam-water side as shown in fig. 1.

The three-layer tube is built up as follows: The inner and

outer layers or tubes consist of ferritic chrome steel,

whereas the intermediate layer is a copper tube with grooves .

By means of these grooves any damage occuring at either one

of the surrounding steel tubes will be detected, ensuring

that no direct contact between the active sodium and either

steam or water. Sodium enters through a bayonet tube and

flows then in the annulus between the three-layer tube and

immersion tube (see fig. 1), whereas the counterflowing wa-

ter respectively steam has a helical guidance outside of

this tube. Evaporator and superheater of the integrated steam

generator are separated.

A steam generator unit consisting of three parallel tubes

with a total thermal output of 2.27 MW has been extensively

tested in the 5 MW-loop at Bensberg during the years 1971

and 1972. Comprehensive instrumentation was used to measure

flow, pressure and temperatures in order to study hydraulic

and thermodynamic behaviour of the test unit as shown in

figure 2 ZT1I7.

Heat transfer in the boiling zone

An interesting detail concerning heat transfer is the boi-

ling zone as can be seen also in fig. 3 where the tempe-

rature profiles for both sides, the sodium side as well as

the steam-water side, are plotted over the steam generator

length for different loads. The length of the boiling zone

increases with higher loads up to about 50% load. At still

higher loads this increase is less significant but the tem-

perature difference between sodium and water/steam increases

for these higher loads.

It should be mentioned that at all loads steam conditions

of S10°C and 167 bar with 33O°C feed water temperature were

obtained.

From the temperature profiles along the steam generator as

given in fig. 3 the heat flux density at any cross sec-

tion of the boiling zone can be evaluated as follows:
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side. The density of the heat flux decreases within the

boiling zone but, due to partial film evaporation this de-

crease is rather slow (see fig. 4). Stable points in the

region of this partial film evaporation can be obtained with

a fixed temperature difference between both sides - water/

steam and sodium respectively - and a good heat transfer

on the sodium side ZT2J7.
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difference between sodium and water/steam, as given in

equation (2), where к denotes the coefficient of overall

heat transfer.

In the lower part of fig. M- the steam quality at minimum

density of heat flux is given as a function of water/

steam mass flow. As can be seen the minimum of heat flux
2

density occurs just above a mass flow of 200 kg/m s and

leads to a rather poor steam quality at higher loads.

These averaged heat flux densities for the boiling zone

are plotted in fig. 5 as a function of the load and show

a rather steep increase цр to a load of about 30%, corres-

ponding to a water/steam mass flow of 200 kg/m s. This in-

crease is then followed by a range of instability, corres-

ponding to the start of minimum heat flux density in fig. 4

and with loads above about 50% the average density of heat

flux increases again.
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On the water side the helical guidance of the flow forces

the heavier part of the two phase system - namely water

to the unheated outer wall and the lighter steam compo-

nent towards the heated inner wall. As a forthcoming con-

sequence of this helical guidance the minimum heat flux

density is shifted toward lower steam quality compared with

the case of straight flow L3 ,4J . With a helical guidance

of the water/steam side and a heated outer wall the mini-

mum heat flux density occurs consequently at higher steam

quality than in case of straight flow LSI.

Any functional dependence upon a gradient of a measured

quantity is subjected to rather large errors which, how-

ever would be less if the experimentally determined cha-

racteristics are integrated over the range of interest.

This would mean to define an averaged heat flux density

over the boiling zone as given in equation (3) despite

the loss of detailed information as for instance the DNB-

point and the maximum of heat flux.
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The so defined averaged heat flux density q is a function

of the sodium mass flow (Й
м
 ), the specific heat (C ),

the length of the boiling zone (l
g
)> the wall area of

the boiling zone (A
g
) , and of the temperature difference

between sodium and water/steam integrated over the length

of the boiling zone.

Very similar and by analogy to equation (3) averaged coe-

fficient heat transfer can be defined, integrating equa-

tion (2) over the boiling zone.
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This averaged coefficient is plotted in the lower part of

figure 5 as a function of the water/steam mass flow den-

sity and does reveal similar dependences on load as the

already discussed averaged heat flux density, shown in the

upper part of this figure.

In contrast, the averaged temperature differences between

both sides as defined by equation (5) and plotted in fig. 6

as function of H
2
0-mass flow density exhibit quite diffe-

rent characteristics. The initial increase with increasing

load leads to instabilities at lower mass flow densities

than observed for the averaged values of heat flux density

and overall heat transfer.

With the use of these averaged functions the mean heat

transfer coefficients., for the boiling zone can be esti-

mated. For this estimation an averaged heat transfer сое-



fficient of cij. = 50,000 W/m^K was assumed for the sodium

side and a constant mean thermal heat conductivity of

X_ = 27 W/mK for all loads. From the estimated mean heat

transfer coefficient a
D u n

, the averaged temperature diffe-

rence between the three-layer tube wall and water/steam

was calculated and is plotted in the lower part of fig. 6.

This averaged temperature difference is nearly constant

over the boiling zone but it is highly improbable to have

no rise in temperature difference at higher heat flux den-

sity. Therefore the heat conductivity can not be constant

but a function of the heat flux density and tests with a

three-layer tube at lower temperature have revealed such

a dependence.
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Another calculation of the heat transfer coefficient о

using the experimentally determined dependence of heat

conductivity on heat flux (measured at 250°C wall tempe-

rature) yielded an increasing temperature between the outer

three-layer tube wall and water/steam at higher loads. This

behaviour is to be expected for heat transfer under these

conditions.

In the upper left part of fig. 7 a three-layer tube is

shown and a gap between the outer steel tube and the inter-

mediate copper tube can be seen. It is possible that at

higher heat flux densities this gap will close because of

increasing temperature difference across the tube and thus

improve the heat conductivity automatically.

After the tests the three-layer tube has been examined

thoroughly in order to obtain a clear picture of changes

in condition compared to its original state illustrated in

the upper left part of fig. 7. As can be seen from the

other photographs in fig. 7 no significant changes in the

zones between copper and steel could be found after 2960

hours of operation. Furthermore the shapes of the grooves

for leak detection have not been affected.

These favourable results of metallurgical examinations

after operation correspond to the stability of the steam

generators averaged overall heat transfer coefficient

during operation time. As shown in fig. 8 the averaged

coefficient varies only within the limits of measurement

error without any clear long term tendency.

Summary

The integrated steam generator has been tested for about

3000 hours. During this test many changes in power have

been tried as well as several restarts of operation to in-

duce possible changes inside the three-layer tube.

The helical guidance on the water/steam side with the

heated inner wall acts in such a way, that the dry-out zone

of the boiling section occurs at lower steam quality than

it would be for straight flow.

Any functional dependence upon a gradient of a measured

quantity is subjected to rather large errors which, how-

ever would be less if the experimentally determined cha-

racteristics are integrated over the range of interest.

This means to the definition of averaged heat transfer quan-

tities for the boiling zone and with the use of those quan-

tities it has been shown that the heat conductivity of

the three-layer tube is dependent on the heat flux.

The metallurgical examination shows that there are no sig-

nificant changes in the condition of the three-layer tube.

This result agrees with the thermohydraulic measurements

yielding an averaged overall heat transfer coefficient

being constant for the same load during the whole opera-

ting period.
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Nomenclature

THERMOCOUPLES LEAK DETECTION MMERSION TUBE

A

C

k

k
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m

M

q

q

T

T

U

x

area £~m _7

specific heat ZTWs/kgKl7
2

overall heat transfer coefficient /T.W/m K J
o

averaged overall heat transfer coefficient C W/m K 7

length LmU
2

mass flow density /Tkg/m s J

mass flow ZTkg/s_I7
2

heat flux density /CW/m J

averaged heat flux density

temperature ZTKJ7

averaged temperature /_ K J

circumference of the tube CmJ

steam quality

heat transfer coefficient ZTW/m KJ

thermal conductivity Z7W/mKl7
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